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A Message from the Editor
Welcome to Spring / Summer K News - 
aiming to keep you informed of all areas 
of our business.

 

Our K Rend products are also about to feature on prime time 
television! Sarah Beeny has once again used our products on 
Channel 4’s new series of ‘Double Your House for Half the Money’ 
- read all about it on page 4.
 
Farmer John Dynes from Portaferry, NI recently undertook a G-Lime 
experiment, with amazing results! Page 5 has all the details.
 
Since our last edition of K News we have exhibited at no less than 
7 exhibitions covering all 3 divisions of our business throughout the 
UK & Ireland.  Details of these can be found on pages 8 & 9.
 
Maintaining strong links in our local community is at the forefront of 
business.  An update on our charity involvement and recent school 
visits can be found on pages 11 - 13.
 
With lots more info inside on our recent Customer Surveys and 
Kilwaughters Open Day, all that’s left to say is that I hope you enjoy 
this edition and don’t hesitate to get in touch using the Feedback 
links throughout.

Lisa Blair 
(Marketing & Product Development Manager)
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In our busiest edition to date, I am excited to 
bring you news of a regeneration project in 
London, showcasing K Rend products that has 
been shortlisted for the UK Housing Awards  
2013 Small Business Development Award - turn 
to page 3 to read more.



A regeneration project showcasing K Rend’s Silicone 
Thin Coat was recently shortlisted for the UK Housing 
Awards 2013 Small Business Development Award. 

The development in Boxtree Lane, London was built 
according to a demanding brief from the Origin Housing 
Group. YOOP Architects’ designed the build using a 
‘fabric first’ approach, which 

K Rend Shortlisted for 
UK Housing Awards

concentrates on ensuring 
the building is as well 
insulated as possible, 
retaining heat so that 
residents only  need to turn 
heating on in the coldest 
months.

Origin Housing bought the 
land and former derelict 
pub, which had been 
empty for two-and-a-half 
years, after it was targeted 
by arsonists and badly 
damaged in July 2009. The 
pub was demolished and 
turned into environmentally-
friendly, affordable housing. 

Renovate with K Rend
Buying the family home is considered the largest lifetime 
investment for most UK residents and can deliver 
households with both financial and emotional security.  The 
economic downturn has had a huge affect on the buying 
trends of customers with more people swaying towards 
the renovation of properties than new builds.

One recent renovation to feature in the spring edition of the 
Self Build & Design Magazine (seen below), emphasises 
just how effective renovations can be. The Beachcomber 
property, located on the shore of the Solent in Hampshire 
on the south coast of England, has been rendered with 
K Rend Silicone FT White to transform the 1970’s brown 
brick building into a stunning coastal property.  The now 
unrecognisable house has been extended and rendered, 
with zinc fascias and walls of blue-tinted glazing that face 
out on the new swimming pool and deck.

Originally bought for £680,000 it is now valued in excess of 
£1.2 million, demonstrating just how successful renovating 
can be. The owners, Emma Taylor and Gavin Mann, were 
delighted with the final appearance of their property and 
their decision to renovate;

“Don’t be put off by how a building looks – 1970’s properties 
can make great renovation projects. We could never have 
had our dream home by the sea had we not renovated.”

“

Self Build & Design Magazine

If you are interested 
in rendering 
your project, our 
Technical Support 
Centre can provide 
you with detailed 
specifications and 
samples to get 
you started. To 
request simply email 
S a l e s @ K - R e n d .
co.uk or call 028 
2826 0766

The products of choice for 
the exterior were K Rend 
Silicone TC15, White and 
Causeway. K Rend Silicone 
TC is a ready mixed, silicone 
based, ready to use organic 
resin render which is usually 
hand applied. It provides 
a low maintenance, 
decorative finish is available 
in two different textures TC 
15 & TC 30 and in a wide 
range of colours. The render 
is particularly suitable where 
lightweight render systems 
are required, such as an 
external wall insulation 
system, like the Boxtree 
Lane project.

Boxtree Lane

Boxtree Lane

To contact 
our Technical 

Support Centre, 
click here

 ...The Product Of Choice
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Prime Time Slot For K Rend
K Rend Scraped Texture Finishes are due to make a further 
appearance in the next series of Sarah Beeny’s, ‘Double Your 
House For Half The Money’, this summer.  Shows such as 
this provide K Rend with a great opportunity for prime time 
exposure in the marketplace, with series one peeking at 1.75 
million viewers.

Throughout her broadcasting career Sarah Beeny has been a 
great supporter of the K Rend brand, choosing to showcase a 
number of products from the range in past programmes. 

The channel 4 hit, ‘Double Your House For Half The Money’, 
shows families how to double the space in their homes for 
half the cost of trading up to a bigger property. Using clever 
extensions and conversions, Sarah helps people achieve their 
property dreams without breaking the bank in these recession 
hit times. 

This particular series will include a property in Bracknell, 
undergoing a large extension. The K Rend product chosen for 
this project was the popular K Rend Silicone FT White from 
our range of Scraped Textured Finishes.

K Rend Scraped Textured Finishes are the first to have 
achieved the prestigious Kitemark license to BS EN 998:2003. 
The Kitemark® is the world’s premier symbol of trust, illustrating 
our commitment to providing you with the highest standard of 
quality products and service.

For more information on any of our products go to 
www.K-Rend.co.uk 

 

All of the above houses have been completed using K Rend products.
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John’s G-Lime 
experiment pays offG-Lime Grows Success!
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After sowing spring barley with G-Lime, John Dynes of 
Portaferry had some left in the spinner. Instead of going back 
to the yard, he decided to spread the remainder of the G-Lime 
on a grass field. He didn’t alter the settings and what was left 
covered half of the field. The other half just had to do without. 

Although this field had historically been used for grazing, 
John decided to take bales off it this year. It was reseeded 
in 2003 and hadn’t received any lime since then. As John 
started to mow on the 5th of June the difference in the split 
field was clear. Prior to cutting John had noticed that one 
side was visibly greener with more height and volume, but 
the jury was out until the field was baled.  Small square bales 
of hay were harvested in a week of perfect weather. When 
the limed side of the field produced approximately 30% 
more bales than the ‘control’ John was more than happy. 

John and his wife Catherine ran a suckler herd up until last 
year but now the growth of quality forage whether it is hay, 
haylage, silage or cereals is their business. Maximising 
yield per acre is of utmost importance.  

As exclusive suppliers of G-Lime in Northern Ireland – 
available in 600kg bags - Thompsons plan to keep an eye 
on John’s ‘experiment’ and will keep everyone informed 
of how it is progressing through the summer. G-Lime is 
available in a minimum of six tonne lots from Belfast or 
through a merchant. To find out how your forage could 
benefit from its own G-Lime application contact your local 
Thompsons representative on 028 9035 1321 or click on 
the link below.

The results speak for themselves as the impromptu trial in Portaferry N.Ireland shows the clear benefits of G-Lime

G-Lime Sample

Farmer John Dynes & Thompson’s Raymond Bready

-  Visibly Greener
-  Maximised Yield
-  Time Saving

http://www.thompson.co.uk/index.php/contact


DELIVERING RESULTS

We constantly track customer service enabling…

•	 Superior	customer	service

•	 Faster	reaction	to	ever	changing	customer	&	market	needs

•	 Deep	expertise	in	a	very	specific	niche	/	industry	

CONSTANTLY	TRACKING	OUR	CUSTOMER	SERVICE	VIA	ISO

For further information or to comment 
contact Feedback@Kilwaughter.com

Every quarter we conduct a telephone survey 
to over forty customers to ascertain how 
good our service is. We select at random 
a sample from each customer group within 
the three area’s of our business:  
   
K Rend, Kilwaughter & K Landscapes to 
maintain our compliance to the Quality 
standard ISO 9001 / 2001.

Our last survey was conducted in April 
and the results illustrate continuously 
high customer service in all areas.  Any 
recommendations made by customers for 
improvements will be considered to ensure 
we improve your customer experience.  If 
you have any feedback on our Customer 
Service levels - or wish to take part in the 
next survey (due at the start of July 2013) 
then please do not hesitate to get in contact 
with us via the Feedback email address at 
the bottom of the page.

Results from the last K Rend ISO Survey in April

Company wide results for the last three quarters
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TARGET 
ZERO 

Employee’s are Key to Success

Each and every employee at 
Kilwaughter contributes to 
reaching the goals and aspirations 
of the company and with that 
in mind the company seeks 
to provide the best possible 
environment for all our people. This 
is why we asked all employees to 
participate in an Employee survey 
this Spring.

The objective of this survey was to 
establish employee views across 
a range of areas, with 77.01% 
agreeing Kilwaughter was a great 
place to work.  Any issues raised 
from the survey have been taken 
on board & focus groups have 
been held to ensure all employees 
are satisfied and in a position 
to provide consistently high 
customer service.

At Kilwaughter we believe that training and learning opportunities are a sound 
investment.  It is of paramount importance that we help employees to prosper 
and develop their career, providing a highly skilled workforce, fully equipped to 
meet the needs of our customers.  This quarter Kathia Vallester a member of  
our Technical Support Team completed an Advanced Diploma in Professional 
Selling while Jim Moore a Mill Operator at our Larne Site completed an NVQ2 
in Production Manufacturing Operations.

Health and Safety is at the forefront of  our 
business, therefore we are delighted to 
report that as of  the 2nd July, Kilwaughter 
have gone 961 days without a loss time 
accident, bringing us one step closer to 
the 1000 day milestone in August.

Operating over 2 years without a lost 
time accident is a huge achievement for 
Kilwaughter Chemical Company, as the 
quarry industry remains one of  the most 
dangerous to work in.

Credit for this milestone can be given to 
our Target Zero scheme and the dedication 
of  all  employees.  

Jim Moore - Receiving his NVQ2 certificate 
from Production Manager Graham Matthews

Kathia Vallester - Technical Sales

Employee Cycle Club

In a bid to highlight 
the benefits of 
exercise for overall 
health & well being 
Kilwaughter have 
now established 
a cycle club.  It 
is open to all 
employees and 
currently runs once 
a month.
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Employees 
during most 
recent group 
cycles



ECO Build, London

Ecobuild is the world’s largest event for sustainable design, 
architecture, construction and the built environment.  Therefore 
it is perfect to promote our K Rend range and provide valuable 
technical support to aid customers in their decision making 
process.

This year’s exhibition was the largest showcase of sustainable 
construction products in the world.  New features this year 
included the materials gallery and 12 seminar theatres hosting 
over 800 speakers during the 3 days, attracting in excess of 
57,000 visitors.

Exhibitions
Self Build & Improve Your Home, Belfast

The Self Build & Improve Your Home exhibition was the first in our 
calendar for 2013. Taking place from 15th - 17th February, Kings Hall, 
Belfast, the show targeted those aiming to improve and renovate 
their home.  The exhibition aims at attracting architects, building 
professionals and individuals looking to build or improve their homes.  
Always an extremely successful event, this year was no exception, with 
over 250 exhibitors, generating 17,300 visitors over the 3 days.

With an excellent turnout over the weekend, it was the perfect 
opportunity to promote the K Rend range and provide advice to both 
existing and potential customers in Northern Ireland’s marketplace.

National Homebuilding Show,  Birmingham & Scotland

We have attended 2 National Homebuilding & Renovating Shows so far 
this year;  one at the NEC in Birmingham in March, and one in Scotland 
in May alongside K Rend distributor Rowebb. 

Both shows were a great success attracting over 27,000 visitors. 
We were inundated with interest and enquiries from homeowners 
to contractors, which our Technical Support Team were only to 
happy to answer.  If you missed us at the show you can contact our 
Technical Support Centre, Sales@K-Rend.co.uk or 028 2826 0766.

One of the new seminar theatres at Eco Build 2013

K Rend Stand at Self Build & Improve Your Home, Belfast

K Rend Stand at NEC Scotland 8

http://www.ecobuild.co.uk
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Exhibitions
“2013 has been a 
busy year so far for 
exhibitions, thank you 
to everyone who has 
visited us & we look 
forward to meeting more 
new customers at our 
upcoming exhibitions 
throughout the year.”

Exhibitions

UPCOMING EVENT...

The largest agricultural show in the UK, 
the Royal Highland Show is much more 
than an exhibition, the hugely successful 
event hosts an array of entertainment, 
from agriculture to music, shopping, 
food and drink.   We attended the Royal 
Highland Show in June to promote 
our bedding lime products, CubiCAL 
and MasterCAL whilst also taking the 
opportunity  to promote G-Lime and 
its product improvements since brand 
acquisition last year.

Royal Highland Show, Scotland

Kilwaughter Lime Stand at Royal Highland Show

The Hardware / DIY Home Garden 
Trade Show, Dublin

Coinciding with the Selfbuild show in Belfast 
this year was the Hardware / DIY Home Garden 
Trade Show. The Show is the largest of its kind 
in the Republic of Ireland and is an important 
showcase for products in both the construction 
and landscaping markets. The show delivered 
the perfect opportunity to promote both our 
K Landscapes and K Rend brands to the 
marketplace.

The Hardware / DIY Home Garden Show 2013

National Ploughing Championships
24th - 26th September 2013

One of Europe’s largest outdoor exhibition and agricultural 
trade shows the Ploughing Championships in Wexford will 
incorporate all sectors of agriculture and rural life.  In 2012 
the event attracted upwards of 1,100 exhibitors & 189,000 
visitors, making it a prime location for us to showcase our 
CubiCal, MasterCal and G-Lime products to the market.

http://www.npa.ie
http://irishhardwarefair.com
http://royalhighlandshow.org
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SOCIAL MEDIA @ KILWAUGHTER

Check out our Facebook and Twitter acconts for your chance to win 
a place on our K Rend Product Training course.

The course delivers the skills & technical knowledge required for 
successful through coloured render jobs.  It is a full day course which is 
75% hands-on and 25% classroom technical learning.  On completion 
you receive K Rend Certificate, Sample’s Pack, Hi-vis Vest, Pen, Van 
Livery and full Technical Information Pack. 

Our extensive Product Training brochure along with all other associated 
literature can be downloaded from the literature library on our website.    
www.K-Rend.co.uk

Like Or Follow Us For Your ChanceTo Win A Place On Our K Rend Training Course

Social media is a great tool to keep our followers up to date with new 
information and provide another platform of contact for our customers 
to communicate with our company.

Through our efforts on the social media platform we aim to create 
integrated, targeted and measurable communications, to strengthen 
our relationship with both existing and potential customers and provide 
another avenue for customer service.

For further information, competitions and how you can enter, like us 
on Facebook or follow us on Twitter by clicking on the links above.

NEXT TRAINING DATES:  30th JULY & 27th AUGUST

Plasterer’s at 
our K Rend 
training day & our 
Facebook page.

https://www.facebook.com/KilwaughterChemicalCoLtd?ref=hl
https://www.facebook.com/KilwaughterChemicalCoLtd?ref=hl
https://www.facebook.com/KilwaughterChemicalCoLtd?ref=hl
https://www.facebook.com/KilwaughterChemicalCoLtd?ref=hl
https://twitter.com/KRendRenders
https://twitter.com/KRendRenders
https://twitter.com/KRendRenders
www.k-rend.co.uk


Educating The Local Community
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Students from both St MacNissi’s Primary School and 
Larne Grammar were recently invited to visit Kilwaughter 
headquarters in Larne, with the opportunity to get ‘hands on’ 
with some of our product range. The local pupils injected a 
great deal of fun into the normal working day at Kilwaughter 
during both specially tailored visits. 

Primary 7 pupils from St MacNissi’s got the chance to learn 
about the biodiversity management of the site, getting up 
close and personal with some of the wildlife common to the 
habitat; whilst Larne Grammar pupils were given an insight 
into the science behind the company’s products.

Simon McDowell, Managing Director at Kilwaughter 
comments,  

“Inherent in our approach to business is the belief that 
the community in which we operate should benefit from 
our presence. Educational school visits are an excellent 
opportunity for us to showcase the company’s activities 
whilst developing the industry knowledge of local pupils in a 
controlled and safe environment.”

As part of the Quarry Product Association (QPA) Northern 
Ireland’s “Stay Safe” campaign, Simon McDowell further 
commented on the need to raise quarry safety awareness: 

“There are many places to enjoy recreational activities and 
a sense of adventure without encountering the hidden and 
unexpected hazards of a quarry.  I hope that parents, teachers 
and anyone working with young people can help us get the 
critical safety message across: please stay safe and stay out 
of quarries unless you are on a supervised visit.”  

A selection of pictures from 2013 school visits

Marketing & Product Development Manager, Lisa Blair with Primary 7 pupils from St Macnissi’s
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Kilwaughter were recently invited to take part in the ‘Dragons 
Den’ at St Macnissi’s Primary School, Larne.  The school hold 
a ‘Dragons Den’ each year where P7 pupils become budding 
entrepreneurs, getting three minutes to pitch their business 
ideas to local business representatives.  Marketing & Product 
Development Manager Lisa Blair went along to the school to 
listen to the pitches from 5 teams, each made up of 6 pupils.

“This is my second year in the ‘den’ at St Macnissis and I have 
once again been impressed by the high standard. The children 
not only deliver an excellent powerpoint pitch but they utilise 
the latest technologies to make a TV ad that includes the 
composition of their own music.  They confidently cover every 
element of new product launch from budgets to straplines!  I 
was delighted to attend and offer guidance and support to 
pupils who clearly have a bright future.”

Kilwaughter is committed to enhancing the educational 
experience of young people through initiatives such as ‘Time 
to Read’.  We also support exchange placements, work 
experience, facility tours and open days for local and foreign 
students.

On Saturday 1st June 2013 the doors of Kilwaughter were 
opened to the local community, in a bid to raise quarry safety 
awareness, giving those nearby the opportunity to see what 
the site has to offer in a controlled and safe environment.  

Approximately 200 people turned up on the day and they 
certainly weren’t disappointed, with a range of events on offer 
from face painting and a teddy bear hunt for the children to 
practical demonstrations and environmental & engineering 
displays for the adults.  The day was a great success with 
everyone getting involved and enjoying the activities available, 
whilst learning more about what happens at Kilwaughter.

Managing Director Simon McDowell commented,

“I am delighted with the turnout today, health and safety is at 
the forefront of our business here at Kilwaughter and it has 
been great to educate some of our local community of the 
everyday dangers faced in the quarry environment.”

Other initiatives run at Kilwaughter include our Target Zero 
scheme and school visits for neighbouring schools.

Kilwaughter Open Day Dragon’s Den

A selection of pictures from the Open Day

Visitors enjoying Kilwaughter Open Day Marketing & Product Development Manager Lisa Blair with St Macnissis P7’s

Charity Support @ KilwaughterEducating The Local Community
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Charity Support @ Kilwaughter

Kilwaughter Go To Great 
Heights For Charity

The 8th June marked another successful event for 
Marie Curie Cancer Care, with approximately 120 
supporters taking to the highest mountain in N.Ireland 
(Slieve Donard) in a bid to raise much needed funds for 
the UK based charity, dedicated to the care of people 
with terminal cancer and other illnesses. Among those 
facing the mountain on the day was Kilwaughter’s 
Marketing Co-ordinator Briege Hamilton.

Managing Director, Simon McDowell commented,

“We are always glad to support such a worthwhile 
cause and encourage employees to do the same as 
much as possible.”

Regional Fundraising Events Manager for Marie Curie 
N.Ireland, Suzy McIlveen was delighted to see support 
from Kilwaughter there on the day and said,

“Without the support of our local businesses and 
community it would be impossible for the charity to 
continue, we need to raise at least £3million per year 
to fund nursing and hospice care in N.Ireland, so we 
are extremely grateful to Kilwaughter Chemical Co Ltd 
and their employees for their continued support.”

To find out more about the work Marie Curie do visit 
www.mariecurie.org.uk

Kilwaughter Marketing Co-ordinator Briege Hamilton with Marie Curie’s 
Regional Fundraising Events Manager Suzy McIlveen

Kilwaughter Chemical Company has thrown their weight behind 
Northern Ireland Hospice once again to support the 2013 Larne 
Hospice Walk.  Kilwaughter have supported the annual sponsored 
walk for nine years, helping the local charity to care for those 
living with a terminal illness in Northern Ireland. Simon McDowell, 
Managing Director at Kilwaughter said,

“We have developed a close relationship with the Hospice over the 
past nine years and it’s always great to get involved with the annual 
walk in Larne. It was great to see a such a good turnout, the event 
has really gained momentum over the years.” 

Kilwaughter  weren’t  alone at the Larne Hospice Walk, on Saturday, 
April 20th – hundreds of local walkers attended the annual event 
with Hospice Vice President Olivia Nash also lacing up to support 
the charity.

Follow NI Hospice on Facebook and Twitter for all the latest news.

Kilwaughter Sponsor Larne 
Hospice Walk for 9th Year Running

Kilwaughter Marketing Co-Ordinator Aideen Butler joins Claire McCollum, 
Miss NI Tiffany Brien, Alice Crum and Jennifer Beattie at the launch of the 
2013 Larne Hospice walk.

Kilwaughter Managing Director, Simon McDowell opening Larne 
Hospice Walk with Larne Mayor Gerardine Mulvenna

In Brief....

Kilwaughter back Womens Aid in their Make It 
Better Campaign

Chairperson John 
McDowell presents 

cheque to Womans Aid

http://www.womensaid.org.uk
http://www.mariecurie.org.uk


A	 Day	 In	 The	 Life	 Of
Each edition we focus on the daily tasks and routines of a 
Kilwaughter employee. This edition we focus on Robert Hill, 
our Research  Technician.

Robert has worked in the Research and Development team at HQ in Larne, for the 
past 3 years.

A	typical	day...

FOCUS on PEOPLE

Robert Hill

A typical day starts at 8am in the new purpose built lab facility where he works to develop new products and 
improve existing ones.  As Research Technician daily duties will vary from product testing to the preparation and 
review of the formulations required to make the wide range of products in our product portfolio.   For the first two 
years in employment at Kilwaughter Robert was primarily involved in the development of the K Rend Silicone Thin 
Coat range. As a member of  the Research and Development team, Robert conducted trials on the Thin Coat 
products from lab testing of a 150 kg mix to 2,500kg, ensuring the product was on target for full scale production. 
This included the development of the standard 20 colour range and converting the formulas to ensure they were 
compatible with the wet plant machinery.

Other responsibilities on a daily basis range from Kitemark testing for water vapour permeability, adhesion and water 
absorption and tabulating these findings for the team, to matching special colours that are outside the standard 20 
range of colours offered.  Every day is different for Robert in the lab;

“Our department requires a great effort from the whole Research and Development team, we work closely together 
on all tasks. The Silicone Thin Coat range is a prime example of how successful teamwork is needed to achieve a 
quality product that is ready for customer use.” 

14The new Lab & Robert demonstrating NCS Colour match process to St Macnissi’s pupils during school visit.
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       For ROI Sales
Classis, Ovens, Co. Cork, Ireland
Tel: 021 4872733  Fax: 021 4871705

Email: Sales@Kilwaughter.com
www.Kilwaughter.com

Kilwaughter Chemical Co Ltd
For UK Sales
9 Starbog Rd, Larne, Co. Antrim, N. Ireland, BT40 2TJ
Tel: 028 2826 0766   Fax: 028 2826 0136
Email: Sales@Kilwaughter.com
www.Kilwaughter.com

KILWAUGHTER CHEMICAL 
COMPANY LIMITED

KILWAUGHTER LIME K LANDSCAPESK REND

Construction

Silicone Renders, Construction Mortars,
Natural Hydraulic Lime, uPVC Beads

Industry & Agriculture

Limestone Sands, Aggregates and Calcium 
Carbonate Powders

Landscaping

Natural Stone Landscaping Products,
Decorative Stones, Slate, Gravels, Cobbles & 
Pebbles

One Company: Three Divisions

www.kilwaughter.com
www.k-rend.co.uk
www.k-rend.co.uk
www.kilwaughterlime.com
www.kilwaughterlime.com
www.kilwaughterlime.com
www.k-landscapes.com
www.k-landscapes.com
www.k-landscapes.com
www.kilwaughter.com



